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A B S T R A C T
Introduction: The trend of an ageing and growing world population, particularly in developed countries, is ex-
pected to continue for decades to come causing an increase in demand for healthcare resources and services.
Consequently, demand is growing faster than rises in funding. The UK government, in partnership with the
European Commission’s Vision for 2020, propose a paradigm shift towards the delivery of more patient-centred
self-care interventions, facilitated by novel ubiquitous computer mediated reality technology applications, as a
key strategy to overcome the scarcity of health resources gap. If this vision is to become a reality, it is crucial that
state of the art research focuses efforts on the development of applications that support the delivery of patient-
centred self-care interventions.
Objectives: This study presents a conceptual framework, a system impact assessment taxonomy and systematic
literature review of the state of the art in Computer Mediated Reality Technologies (CMRT) research. The in-
tended function of the CMRT applications are considered systematically, with a view to establish the extent to
which existing research focuses on delivering digitised, patient-centred healthcare applications, the care contexts
in which these are delivered, and the specific CMRTs that are used to deliver such applications.
Methods: A conceptual framework of the state of the art is derived via a systematic concept-centric incremental
thematic analysis protocol. The survey considers systems that have been presented within the literature between
2010 and 2017. Primarily, the literature is considered in the context of the type of patient-practitioner re-
lationship that the respective applications support, i.e. Traditional, Collaborative, or Patient-centred care, and
the phase of healthcare intervention that is supported i.e. Primary-care, Secondary-Care and Tertiary-care.
Inclusion criteria focuses on systematic CMRT implementations and analysis considers a range of clinical con-
texts (type), settings (location) and system specification concepts consisting of Augmented, Virtual and Mixed
Reality technology in conjunction with 3D-Modelling. As a measure of the value added by respective CMRT
systems, an impact assessment is carried out according to the National Service Framework Research Quality
metric, and via a bespoke overall System Value score metric.
Results & conclusion: Several research challenges emerge as a result of surveying the research literature, which
include: a large quantity of research effort being focused on invasive surgical procedures through CMRT from a
paternalistic Traditional patient-practitioner perspective; lack of research effort in the CMRT healthcare domain
that develop ubiquitous systems which specifically target the older population within the home setting; little to
no consideration of ecological validity and design architecture for user or interface interaction of systems;
current CMRT systems are lacking deployment on ubiquitous mobile platforms; protecting and informing pa-
tients when using sensory/camera based CMRT from the privacy of their home through self-assessment means. In
terms of impact, Traditional CMRT systems achieve the highest score for Research Quality, and Patient-Centred
Systems achieve the highest scores for System Value. In response to these challenges, recommendations and
future research directions are proposed to overcome each respective challenge.
1. Introduction
It is now widely accepted that the world population is ageing,
particularly in developed countries, where birth rates are declining
whilst life expectancy continues to increase [1]. This is having a sig-
nificant impact on social care and health provision needs. The Office for
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National Statistics estimates that since 2006 there are in excess of 1.7
million additional people aged 65 and over in England alone [2,3].
Therefore, the growing ageing population is putting a significant strain
on public health resources [4]. For example in the UK, the NHS’s total
revenue expenditure continues to increase significantly beyond pro-
posed budget increases [5]. According the National Audit Office [6] and
The Health Foundation [7], the scarcity of healthcare resources are a
result of three burning factors: (1) a growing ageing population (2) a
shortfall in skilled clinical staff (3) an increased prevalence of long-term
chronic conditions largely due to increased life expectancy. Developing
new and innovative Information and Communication Technology (ICT)
applications to assist in the delivery of healthcare is seen as one of the
key enabling strategies that has the potential to overcome the scarcity
of resources issue, whilst also improving the quality and effectiveness of
the care that is delivered [8]. Moreover, it is increasingly accepted that
good quality care is synonymous with the provision patient-centred
care [9–12]. Hence, there has been a strategic shift away from the
traditional paternalistic models of healthcare delivery, where the pa-
tient is a passive recipient, towards a more patient-centred model that
empowers the patient be responsible for elements of their own care,
take on the role of the “expert patient,” and be involved in the decisions
that are made about their own care [13,14]. However, the shift towards
patient-centred self-care delivery can only be realised if appropriate,
innovative, and enabling ICT applications are developed to assist the
patient to deliver such care more effectively and efficiently. Further-
more, innovative ICTs promise to overcome numerous other opera-
tional efficiency issues such as the ever increasing volume of transac-
tions within the system, the ongoing need to integrate new scientific
evidence into practice, and the limitations of existing paper-based in-
formation management systems that are currently used in practice [15].
In line with this need to shift towards more technology-based patient-
centred models of care delivery, the UK government has introduced
several initiatives, such as the ‘Five year forward Plan’ for the NHS
[16], ‘Going paperless by 2018’ [17] and in collaboration with the
European Commissions (EUC) vision for 2020, which are supporting the
‘Personalized Digital Health-care’ agenda [18].
The area of Computer Mediated Reality Technologies (CMRT), an
umbrella term for Augmented Reality (AR), Virtual Reality (VR), Mixed
Reality (MR) and 3D-modelling (3DM), has received significant re-
search interest in recent years particularly within the area of developing
technology-based solutions for healthcare [19,20]. CMRT, sometimes
also referred to as mobile-health (mHealth) or mobile-sensing (mSen-
sing) is on the EUC’s priority list of research and funding with a view to
tackling the scarcity of healthcare resources issue [21]. CMRT’s are
commonly installed and deployed on ubiquitous platforms such as
desktop machines, smart-phones and other portable devices. Through
the usage of these platforms, CMRT is essentially the overlaying of
computer graphics onto the real world. This adds information and en-
hances the perception of reality using primarily visual and audio sti-
mulation. There are numerous existing examples of CMRT research
applied to a wide range of healthcare sectors which include, but are not
limited to; medical training, healthcare education, clinical assessment,
diagnosis and mental health [22–27]. A number of systematic reviews
have been carried around the area CMRT for health domain, which
include the application of CMRTs to: behavioural health [27], medical
training [23], neurosurgery [28], stroke rehabilitation [29], ageing in
place [30], and mental health interventions [31]. Although numerous
CMRT systematic reviews have been presented in the literature to date,
such reviews tend to focus mainly on specific sub-domains of a much
broader context of technology-based interventions. To the best of our
knowledge, there is no existing research which surveys, categorises, and
assesses the impact across the full healthcare-based CMRT landscape,
the types of existing technology-based CMRT systems, their key colla-
boration functions, the technologies they exploit, and the specific types
of clinical application they support. Furthermore, there is little existing
research which, as a result of taking this holistic view, identifies the
areas of clinical practice which appear to be well catered for and
identifies areas which require more attention. In light of the need to
better understand the state of the art CMRT technology for the
healthcare landscape, this paper provides a comprehensive review, a
conceptual framework and impact assessment of healthcare-based
CMRT applications, which was developed as a result of carrying out a
survey of the range of CMRT applications presented in the literature.
Accordingly, Section 2 outlines the Research Methods used to con-
duct the literature survey. Subsequently, Section 3 presents the Con-
ceptual Framework for Healthcare CMRTs and its component parts.
Section 3 presents the results of the literature survey gathered in-line
with the defined classifications. Finally, Section 4 surmises the out-
comes of the literature survey and identifies existing gaps and future
research challenges that face CMRT health research.
2. Research methods
This section presents the research methods employed to carry out
the systematic literature survey and develop the subsequent conceptual
framework [32]. An overview of the high-level literature selection and
associated analysis protocol are presented in Fig. 1. Section 2.1. Pro-
vides a detailed Literature Search Strategy and Section 2.2 provides the
Data analysis strategy employed to develop the resulting Conceptual
Framework for Healthcare CMRTs presented in Section 3.
2.1. Literature search strategy
The Literature Search Strategy defined the literature that was in-
cluded in the final sample. In combination with Kofod’s guidelines on
systematic literature reviews [32], a secondary strategy also known as a
‘tollgate approach’ was adopted [33]. The overall strategy comprises of
a method with two types of criteria that need to be satisfied for a study
to be included in the final sample. The Inclusion (IQ) and Quality Cri-
teria (QC) contain a set of rules whereby literature is systematically
filtered. Furthermore, the developed criterion are then applied to two
further phases of the literature search; Phase 1- which is an Phase 1 –
Electronic Search using numerous online digital libraries and Phase – 2
Fig. 1. Literature search strategy [32,33] and the analysis strategy [34] at a
high level.
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applying Phase 2 – Manual Search strategies to gather further literature
not available through electronic search patterns. Fig. 2 presents a de-
tailed view of the high-level Literature Search Strategy employed.
2.1.1. Method
According to Kofod-petersen [32], the selection of primary studies is
done through the deployment of an IC and QC filter. During this pro-
cess, the author removes literature from electronic and manual search
results that are not thematically relevant to the research area. The es-
tablished IC and QC are defined in Table 1. The title, abstract and
results of papers included through the IC and QC are manually scanned
according to the pre-set criterion.
2.1.2. Phase 1 – electronic search
In Phase 1, an electronic search was conducted using five online
literature databases these were: ACM digital library, PubMed, Scopus,
IEEE Xplore and ScienceDirect which have a substantial focus on
Computer Science and algorithmic systems deployed across a multitude
of research communities including but not limited to healthcare.
Initially, a number of survey papers were sourced which provided
candidate search terms and keywords to gain knowledge on the re-
search domain [22–24,27,35,36]. Secondly, the search strings were
formed by grouping key terms. Each group contains terms that are ei-
ther synonyms, different forms of the same word, or terms that have
Fig. 2. Detailed literature search strategy adapted from [33] employing quality and search filters.
Table 1
Inclusion and quality criteria (IC & CQ) adapted from structured literature re-
view in computer science disciplines [32].
Criteria Identification Criteria
IC 1 The study is presenting a Healthcare Intervention system
using CMRT
IC 2 The study describes the usage & development of the
system
IC 3 The study is presented between 2010 and 2017
IC 4 The study is peer-reviewed either through a Journal or
Conference
QC 1 Is there a clear statement of the aim of the research?
QC 2 Are system or algorithmic design decision justified?
Table 2
Key word synonym groupings.
Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4
Term 1 Mediated Reality Health-Care System Intervention
Term 2 Augmented Reality Health-Delivery Software Provision
Term 3 Mixed Reality Care Technology Delivery
Term 4 Virtual Reality Health
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similar or related semantic meaning within the domain. Table 2 ex-
emplifies this approach.
The four resulting groups identified, can be then be deployed to
retrieve different sets of the relevant literature. The primary goal is to
find the literature that is the intersection of the sets. Implementing this
search strategy can be achieved by applying the AND (∧) and OR (∨)
operators. The OR operator can used within the groups and the AND
operator between the groups. Using the Keywords identified in Table 2,
the following search string exemplifies a single example search:
= AND
OR AND
([GROUP 1, TERM 1] [GROUP 2, TERM 1]
[GROUP 2, TERM 3] [GROUP 3, TERM 1])
"Mediated Reality Health
Care Health System"
2.1.3. Phase 2 – manual search
Once the exhaustive electronic search criterion have been satisfied,
the relevant references are stored within a reference management ap-
plication. Phase 2, employs a backward snowball-technique [37],
where the stored literature’s reference lists are scanned for potential
literature missed in Phase 1. Additionally, in exceptional circumstances
where an item of literature is not accessible via electronic gateway
subscriptions, the relevant authors are contacted in attempts to gain
access to the full paper. This forward and backward search approach
results in a comprehensive representation of the current research
community’s efforts in the chosen area.
2.2. Data analysis strategy
The Conceptual Framework was derived as result of surveying and
analysing the literature dataset of representative literature formulated
in Section 2.1. Thematic analysis was performed to review and cate-
gorise the dataset. Thematic analysis is a qualitative analysis method
for searching, analysing and representing the overarching themes and
sub-themes that emerge from textual datasets [34]. A Concept-Centric
approach was taken when applying the thematic analysis technique
[38], with a view to developing an overarching narrative-based con-
ceptual representation of the state of the art of CMRT health research.
Analysis of the literature dataset, was both inductive, as the develop-
ment of the themes were data driven, and deductive, beginning with
pre-defined (a priori) themes that are theory driven and linked to the
analytical interest of researcher(s) [39]. The first stage involved de-
ductive coding according to the mode of healthcare delivery CMRT
applications support. As specified by the World Health Organisation
[40–42], there are three key healthcare delivery stages: Primary-Care;
Secondary-Care; or Tertiary-Care interventions. Analysis considered
each CMRT application within the sample, and identified which of the
three delivery stages are targeted by each respective application. Fur-
thermore, Ventola’s [26,43] taxonomy of clinical context for mobile
health applications provided eight pre-defined codes that represent the
clinical context in which each respective CMRT systems are deployed.
Subsequently, the dataset was examined iteratively, and incremental
inductive concept-centric thematic analysis was carried out with the
goal of modelling emergent themes that represent the interconnected
structure and relationships that emerged from the literature. This pro-
cess involved several stages of splicing, linking, deleting and re-
assigning themes and sub-themes. To further develop themes and sub-
themes, a consensus pool of themes and sub-themes (coding frame)
containing the penultimate dataset was reviewed alongside existing
literature reviews before a final conceptual representation was arrived
at.
3. Conceptual framework for healthcare CMRTs
A detailed description of the conceptual framework is presented in
this section. Fig. 3 presents the Conceptual Framework of Healthcare
CMRT.
3.1. Patient-practitioner interaction paradigm & delivery stage
The Conceptual Framework of Healthcare Computer Mediated
Reality Technologies presented in this section provides a concept-cen-
tric representation of the state of the art in CMRT applications for
healthcare. There are a wide range of CMRT systems presented in the
literature, which aim to assist in the delivery of healthcare interven-
tions according to three Patient-Practitioner Interaction Paradigms (PPIP):
(1) Traditional CMRT Systems support healthcare interventions that ty-
pically occur within the hospital setting and support the practitioner in
their traditional role as the expert; (2) Collaborative CMRT Systems
support health interventions that are delivered either within the hos-
pital or home setting, and support collaboration between patient and
practitioner as joint experts; (3) Patient-Centred CMRT Systems enable
the service user to be the primary expert (but permit some practitioner-
based input occasionally) and enable delivery of self-care interventions
outside of the clinic/hospital settings.
CMRTs can aim to support health interventions at numerous
Delivery Stages. These are informed by the health intervention delivery
stages as defined by the World Health Organisation [40–42]. CMRTs
that focus on the Primary care stage provide support for the first point of
contact with the patient and aims to provide diagnosis of disease, to
prevent further complications, and to promote preventative health
awareness and proactively encourage healthy behaviour in the popu-
lation. CMRTs for Secondary care stage interventions provide support
for interventions that have already progressed through the primary
stage and have been referred to the secondary stage by a primary care
professional. Typically, these are consultant-led services that focus on
treatment and health promotion to prevent re-occurrence of the con-
dition/injury. The Tertiary care stage delivers highly specialised treat-
ment. Usually patients at this level of care are facing issues that cannot
be cured and hence careful management of chronic and complex con-
ditions is prioritised along with maximising patient function, quality of
life and life expectancy. Some examples of tertiary stage interventions
include neurosurgery, cardiac surgery and cancer management.
3.2. Clinical context & clinical setting
The clinical context that CMRTs are developed for may be cate-
gorised using the taxonomy of clinical context for mobile health ap-
plications [26,43]. Table 3 presents the eight clinical contexts used to
categorise CMRTs in this survey, and provides their respective defini-
tions and example areas of application.
Interventions delivered by CMRTs may be deployed across three
treatment settings: Home typically incorporates treatment settings that
include the patient home but also incorporates treatment settings that
the patient spends time in, outside of the traditional clinical settings.
Clinic relates to all clinical settings that exclude the hospital setting such
as GP surgeries, nursing homes, health centres, and community treat-
ment clinics. The Hospital setting relates specifically to treatment that is
delivered within a general hospital setting.
3.3. System Specification
In terms of the System Specification, i.e. the types of mediated
technology deployed by respective CMRT systems, the type of software
and hardware used, and the types of user interaction supported, nu-
merous themes and sub-themes emerged from the analysis. Table 4
presents the emergent System Specification categories used in this
survey.
Mediated Technology defines the type of technology employed as part
of the system being reviewed. The grouping comprises of Augmented
Reality (AR), Virtual Reality (VR), Mixed Reality (MR) and 3-Dimensional
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Modelling (3DM). The Software Deployment states whether the software
deployed as part of the Mediated Technology system is Open-Sourced
(OS), defining if it is community driven and the source code can be
accessed easily, or Closed-Sourced (CS) where the software is deployed
as an Application Programming interface (API) or Software




















































































CategoriesKey:      = contains majority of the data in single category,      = no data present,    = approximate relation 
Fig. 3. Conceptual framework for healthcare computer mediated reality technologies.
Table 3
Clinical context acronyms & definitions [26,43].
Acronym Context Examples
1 IM Information Management Take Photographs, Dictate Notes
2 TM Time Management Schedule Appointments, Record Call Schedule
3 HRMA Health Record Maintenance and Access Access e-Health/Medical Records, Access Images and Scans
4 CC Communication and Consulting Voice/Video Call, Multimedia Messaging
5 RIG Reference and Information Gathering Medical Textbook/Journals/Literature, Drug Reference
6 CDM Clinical Decision Making Decision Support system, Treatment Guidelines, Disease Diagnosis, Medical Exams and Interpretation
7 PM Patient Monitoring Collect Clinical Data, Monitor Health/Location/Safety
8 MET Medical Education and Training E-Learning/Teaching, Surgical Simulation, Continuing Medical Education, Skill assessment tests
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edited and is hidden from developers. Furthermore, Hardware
Deployment focuses on categorising the systems hardware usage and has
four variables; Desktop-Machine (DM), Hand-Held (HH) device, Head-
Mounted-Display (HMD) and Spatial Camera (SC). The devices which are
categorised are necessary pieces of equipment dependant on the CMRTs
used. Finally, User Interaction defines the interaction a patient or
healthcare practitioner would have with the necessary pieces of
equipment. The types of input are defined as: Keyboard Input (KI),
Sensor-Mark-Input (SMI), Sensor-Input (SI), Voice-Input (VI) and Gesture-
Input (GI). The SMI and SI variables, specifically define whether the
system requires a marker to be used for registration of depth or visual
data, as this is a key factor identifying the over usability and efficiency
and invasiveness of the CMRT systems at the time of care provision.
3.4. Impact assessment
In addition to the conceptual representation, the CMRT applications
have been individually assessed based on the studies’ Research Quality
(Empirical Value) in accordance with the National Service Framework
(NSF) Quality Assessment Criteria [44]. Furthermore, the System Value
is assessed according to the extent to which the proposed system de-
livers the more desirable factors of the outlined in the Patient-Practi-
tioner Interaction Paradigm (as described in Section 3.1) i.e. to deliver
more patient-centred, preventative, feasibly deployable, and widely
adoptable CMRTs. The specific rationale and scoring criteria used for
this value score is outlined in detail later in this section.
3.4.1. Research quality
In line with the NSF presented by the American Heart Association
(AHA) [45], each research paper included in the sample has been
awarded a rating based on three categorisations: Design, Quality and
Applicability which reflects the empirical value of each study. The ca-
tegories require a level of evidence supporting the markers of good
practice which have been outlined in the tables below. Research Quality
has been assessed using five questions with a possible score on each
question of 0, 1 or 2 – giving a maximum score of 10, as indicated in
Table 5. In accordance with the NSF scoring criteria, high quality re-
search studies are those which score at least 7/10. Medium quality
studies score 4–6/10. Poor quality studies score 3/10 or less.
3.4.2. System value
In line with the need to overcome the ever increasing scarcity of
resources gap, it is imperative that new systems focus on the enable-
ment of a shift towards more patient-centred self-care interventions via
the novel development and use of state of the art CMRT technologies.
Indeed, it is recognised that we are in the midst of a shift towards the
delivery of more personalised health system, in which patients should
be provided with gradual opportunities of become stakeholders and
intellectual partners in patient-centred treatments and outcomes [46].
In recognition of this, a bespoke System Value score has been calculated
for the literature sample included in this study. In essence, the bespoke
System Value score attributes higher scores to CMRTs that aim to de-
liver patient-centred, primary preventative, widely and feasibly de-
ployable, that are widely applicable across a range of clinical contexts.
Table 6 presents the System Value assessment taxonomy employed to
score the studies included in the literature sample and details of the
associated rationale for the scoring carried out.
CMRT systems therefore are categorised using three distinct levels
of System Value: Low value systems are those with scores of 10/30 or
less, Medium value systems score 11–20/30, High value systems score
21/30 or higher.
3.5. Traditional health – care CMRT systems
Table 7 presents systems that have been identified as delivering care
using a Traditional approach between patient and practitioner as de-
scribed by in Section 3.1. Subsequently, the data presented in Table 7 is
described according to the Conceptual Framework for Healthcare
CMRTs which is formally presented in Section 3.
3.5.1. Delivery stage
Analysis of the literature dataset reveals that there are no
Traditional Healthcare CMRT systems that focus solely on the delivery
of Primary care interventions. All systems that deliver Primary care
interventions additionally deliver either Secondary and/or Tertiary in-
terventions [47,48,50,59,77]. For example [47] deliver Parkinson’s
dance therapy, displaying preventative dance techniques for the gen-
eral older adult population, hence subscribing to Primary prevention
practices, but simultaneously delivering Tertiary interventions when
used by patients who have already presented with Parkinson’s. The
studies presented in [48,50,59] deliver Primary, Secondary and Tertiary
interventions in the domains of Anaesthesia Simulations [59], Vein
Imaging [48] and Wound Measurement [50]. An example of how such
systems are applied across all three categories are exemplified via the
wound measurement system [50] which adapts 3D wound models and
captures metric measurements using a Hand-Held (HH) iPad tablet and
Structure Scanner. The measurements such as length, width, depth,
perimeter, area and volume can employed by nurses at the Primary
prevention stage and apply appropriate dressing to prevent future da-
mage or incorrect healing. Additionally, the same metrics can be used
for more specialised treatment such as growth-factor therapy at Sec-
ondary or invasive surgery planning at Tertiary stage.
Systems that focus exclusively on Secondary care interventions are
more frequently presented in the literature [56,63,65,68,76,79,84,85].
These systems are implemented in a variety of medical contexts such as;
human anthropometric measurements [76,79,84], clinical malignant
breast examinations [85] and pathology examinations [63]. Body shape
evaluation in adolescent scoliosis is an example of these systems, which
develops a validated simulation tool that allows clinicians to illustrate
the potential result of the surgery to patients in comparison to other
non-invasive techniques [56]. Numerous studies deliver both Secondary
Table 4
System specification acronyms & definitions.
Category Acronym Definition




Software Deployment OS Open-Sourced
CS Closed-Sourced (Proprietary)











Each quality item is scored as follows: Yes = 2, In part = 1, No = 0 Score Score
1 Are the research question/aims and design clearly stated?
2 Is the research design appropriate for the aims and objectives of the
research?
3 Are the methods clearly described?
4 Is the data adequate to support the authors’ interpretations/
conclusions?
5 Are the results generalizable?
Total /10
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and Tertiary interventions [52,57,61,64,69,71,78,80,81,87–89]. Needle
placement appears to be a prominent area of focus for such systems,
specifically exploiting the visualisation capabilities of CMRTs. For ex-
ample, [57,64,69,91] use the visualisation aspect for needle placement
and haptic feedback and propose a variety of training systems to pro-
mote health whilst also delivering highly specialised treatment. An
example of how needle placement systems deliver at Secondary and
Tertiary levels can be seen in [64], which delivers Secondary care by
virtualising partially segmented patients and mimicking haptic inter-
action with the virtual patient during palpation, ultrasound probing and
needle insertion, whilst at the Tertiary level, focusing on cholangio-
graphy which requires needle insertion of the bile ducts, which would
form part of surgical treatment. Dental surgery systems are another
prominent theme for Secondary and Tertiary care CMRTs. For example,
[80] delivers Secondary care using high speed and accurate 3D Dental
iOS Scanning system to create bespoke dental abutments, and Tertiary
care through the same system for scanning the oral cavity and pro-
viding potential planning for surgical intervention if need be. Other
examples of Secondary and Tertiary clinical applications include; X-Ray
imaging, biopsy training, anaesthesia simulation, facial measurements,
spinal scoliosis analysis, bone cutting procedures, haptic palpitations,
and orthopaedics respectively [52,61,71,78,81,87,88,92].
The systems presented in [49,53–55,58,60,62,66,67,70,72–75,82,
83,90] focus on delivering Tertiary care exclusively in different forms
such as surgical procedures or training methods for surgical procedures.
The re-occurring theme of dental treatment is also evident within pure
Tertiary care for visualisation purposes of guided bracket placement in
orthodontic correction [only 1 available 71]. For example, [83] delivers
Tertiary based care using image tracking of teeth using CT images of the
jaw. The image tracking is fundamental aspect in orthodontic correc-
tion due to the time consuming process and potential of not being
corrected fully. Liver and MRI guided surgery follows quite complex
interventions and the usage of bespoke systems for training purposes,
[67,74] display unique surgical systems through a combination of dif-
ferent technologies where Mediated Reality forms a small part. The
Tertiary aspect proposed by [74] aims to delivery an improvement to
the current MRI Guided Needle surgery by using 3D images modelled
from animated autostereoscopic images and integral videography (IV).
3.5.2. Clinical context
In terms of Clinical Context, Clinical Decision Making (CDM), Patient
Monitoring (PM) and Medical Education/Training (MET) are the areas
that the majority of systems focus on. Numerous systems focus ex-
clusively on these three contexts [48,57–59,69,78,82,89]. The bone
cutting procedure presented in [78] is one example that demonstrates a
mixture of contexts such as Treatment Guidelines (CDM) and Surgical
Simulation for cutting (MET), and collecting clinical data for evaluation
purposes (PM). A smaller number of systems portray all three Clinical
Context with one or two additional clinical focuses
[50,52,55,62,70,75,77,80]. For example, Wu [50] proposes a Hand-
Held mobile system for wound measurement, structure sensor tech-
nology deployed on a tablet device enables the practitioner to collect
chronic wound dimensions. The application takes 3D photographs
(models) and provides wound measurements using structure scanning
technology (IM). The 3D scans can be stored and retrieved (HRMA)
which has the potential to enable clinical decisions at a later stage and
identification of different types of wounds (CDM). The clinical data
collected through the scanned 3D models can be analysed through ex-
ternal software (PM) and can also serve an educational tool for wound
care nurses (MET).
Whilst systems delivering application within the CDM, PM, and
MET contexts are able to deliver specialised treatment and also serve as
platform that delivers training, a number of systems aim at achieving
similar results but do not collect clinical data for patient monitoring
(PM) purposes [49,61,64,67,71,74,85,87,88]. Simulated needle place-
ment/insertion is a prominent area of focus for such systems [61,64].
The data collected by these systems relates to the trainee’s performance
whilst carrying out a simulated procedure and not on data sourced
directly from the patient. Furthermore, the systems presented by
[67,71,74] remain within the CDM and MET domain but include a focus
on Information Management (IM) context or accessing previously
scanned images (HRMA). Illustrative visualisations presented by [67]
for pre-planned models in liver surgery contains features such as; dic-
tating notes while in surgery through the developed system alongside
surgical simulation and treatment guidelines. Information sharing be-
tween practitioner and patient is also achieved by [71] via 3D photo-
graphs that enable the evaluation of the success of reconstructive facial
surgery.
Systems that focus on PM with one or two additional settings are
presented in [47,51,56,65,66,68,76,79,81]. For example [47] targets
patients with Parkinson’s using dance therapy classes combined with
Google Glass technology. PM and MET are crucial factors in this system
as the health, safety and therapy education form part of the proposed
intervention. Another example is [56], who delivers a Body Shape
Analysis system for Idiopathic Scoliosis. It involves taking photographs
using 3D imaging (IM), retrieval of captured images (HRMA) and col-
lecting clinical data over a period of time forms part of the evaluation of
the patient’s health (PM). PM and/or CDM have also been presented
through anthropometry measurements [51,56,65,68,71,76,79], with
exception of [66] who delivers objective gait analysis (CDM) for
Table 6
System value assessment scoring taxonomy.
Conceptual Category Sub – Category Rationale Score
Delivery Stage Primary Would be better than Secondary (more preventative). 3
Secondary Would be better than Tertiary (more preventative). 2
Tertiary Least preventative. 1
Clinical Context Eight clinical contexts The more clinical contexts, the more desirable. One point for each context. 8
Clinical Setting Home Lowest level of integration/interoperability requirements. 3
Clinic Mixed integration. 2
Hospital Requires tethering to hospital systems, more integration and intraoperative development needed. 1
System Specification Four Mediated
Technologies
Equally valuable technologies, hence one point for each technology deployed. 4
Software Environment Open Source is of more value than Closed Source due to ease of deployment and cost benefit of
implementation in accordance with current systems.
OS 1
CS 0
Hardware Deployment The higher the number of hardware types the less desirable due interoperability and integration
complexity)
4 - n
User Interaction Sensor and natural gesture capture/input are most desirable as they offer natural, rich, and
unobtrusive data input opportunities. Keyboard and sensor marker input are less desirable,
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objective multiple sclerosis assessment (PM). Nonetheless, derivable
body volume and metrics are gathered to estimate body composition,
human energy requirements in morphology and diagnose malnutrition
in resource-poor clinical settings (PM). Additionally, product manu-
facturing and physical ergonomic solutions are evaluated in order to
improve comfort, health, safety, and productivity (CDM) [76,79].
Systems that purely focus on MET are few in number [60]. The
Google glass technology employed by [60] has been deployed as a ur-
ologic training tool and contains steps for prosthesis placement.
A number of systems focus on delivering pre-operative or pre-cap-
tured scans for surgical intervention (HRMA) and surgical navigation
aids or systems (CDM) [54,63,72,73,86,90]. Some of the surgery sub-
domains covered by these systems include laparoscopic myomectomy,
pathology examination, neurosurgical guidance, and endoscopic sinus
surgery. For example, [72] delivers a mobile platform that utilizes
augmented reality and image-based tracking in order to add pre-
operative contextual (HRMA) information to neurosurgical procedures
(CDM), specifically providing augmented spatial information whilst
carrying out surgical procedures.
3.5.3. Clinical setting
None of the CMRTs presented in the sample focus solely on the
Home setting. Two Traditional CMRTs however, do cater for the Home
alongside Clinic and/or Hospital settings [47,50]. The Parkinson’s
therapy system [47] using Google Glass technology that is intended to
be used either in the Home or the Clinic. Furthermore, the wound
measurement system deployed using a hand-held tablet device pre-
sented in [50] is intended for use in all three settings, i.e. Home, Clinic,
or Hospital.
A much larger proportion of systems are designed for deployment in
the Clinic or Hospital, with approximately half of the systems presented
in the literature sample conforming to this category
[48,52,57,61,64,67,69,75,77,78,82,86–88,91]. From these systems; a
prominent theme for both needle placement and biopsy training sys-
tems is on needle handle and control, albeit for altered contexts such as
training, patient comfort and treatment which requires Clinic or Hospital
based training and delivery settings [57,61,69].
The remaining systems focus solely on either the Clinic or the
Hospital setting. Systems focused purely on the Clinic do not require full
surgical or operating theatre settings to be deployed
[51,56,58,59,63,65,66,68,76,79–81,83–85,89]. For example, areas
such as body shape analysis [56], facial analysis [65,71] and dental
care [80,83,89] do not require hospitalisation of the patients and can be
performed in the local clinic. This is also the case for the spine analysis
[81] and anaesthesia simulation [59] examples in the sample. The
systems deployed within pure Hospital settings are all developed for
supporting surgical procedures [49,53,54,60,72,73,89,90]. Despite the
training nature of the tools developed, they require full surgical theatre
settings and hence require the hospital setting for deployment.
3.5.4. System specification
3.5.4.1. Mediated technology. Approximately half of the Traditional
systems presented in the literature sample make use of AR
technologies to overlay additional information onto the current
reality through either a wearable or fixed computer aided interface
[47–49,52–55,57,60,67,69,72–74,77,78,83,85,89]. The full range of
Mediated Technology is deployed across the Traditional systems
landscape and for a variety of care settings and often for the CDM,
PM and MET clinical contexts. For example, AR tends to be associated
with CDM, HRMA, and MET. As an example, [52] use AR to visualise
pre- or intra-operative images onto the patients anatomy with a view to
making decisions going forward (CDM, PM, MET). Whereas, [47] uses
AR to portray Parkinson’s therapy exercises onto the environment
rather than a patients anatomy (PM, MET). With regards to systems that
utilise VR technologies, simulation of medical procedures tends to be
the typical function (MET) of such technologies
[59,61,63,64,70,75,82,87,88]. For example simulation and modelling
for training for specialist procedures is an emerging area, specifically
needle practices to avoid patient harm by inexperienced practitioners
[61,64,75,82]. Within regards to VR where we have different types of
care such as orthopaedic surgery [88] and a simulated environment for
training purposes is required which can provide realistic haptic
feedback, which yet again influences the type of mediated technology
deployed.
Many of the 3DM systems tend to be delivering systems that support
IM, CDM, PM clinical contexts [50,51,56,58,65,66,68,71,76,79–81,
84,86]. For instance, modelling the outcome of a specific treatment
such as facial measurement for potential surgery [65,71] requires the
usage of capturing and manipulating 3DMs (IM). Likewise, capturing
the current state of a patients dental health (IM, PM) [80], or analysing
spinal scoliosis (CDM, PM) [81] again which is linked to the usage of
mediated reality technology type. One system delivers care in the
Traditional care stage via MR for ventriculostomy, a neurosurgical
procedure [90]. The therapeutic cerebrospinal fluid drainage is simu-
lated with a library of virtual brains (VR) on neurosurgery residents'
performance in simulated and live surgical Ventriculostomies. With the
usage computed tomographic scans of actual patients, a library of 15
virtual brains was developed and a head and hand-tracked AR and
haptic simulator formed part of the final system for intervention
training.
3.5.4.2. Software deployment. The majority of the systems be deployed
used bespoke Closed-Source (CS) software [49,52,54,56,61,
65,67–69,71,72,74,76,77,79–81,83–86,89,90]. For example, [72] has
deployed an AR based system using the Vuforia Software SKD which is
closed system and is open community based modifications to the code.
Another example is [76] who uses 3D modelling for human body
anthropometric measurements. The system is deployed using Computer
Aided Design (CAD) to process 3D measurements and displays modelled
body shapes, which again is a closed system.
The remaining half of the data propose OS based systems
[47,48,50,51,53,55,57–60,62,63,66,70,75,78,82,87,88]. Examples of
OS based systems are presented in [47,60] who use the Google Glass
SDK for training procedures and uses OS Application Programming
Interfaces (API) which can be modified by the community. However,
these modifications must remain in-line with Google’s development
guidelines. Another example is shown by [63] who employs the Oculus
Rift’s open sourced software for pathology examinations through an
HMD.
3.5.4.3. Hardware deployment. The Traditional systems tend to utilise
three of the four hardware deployment categories (DM, HMD, SC) fairly
frequently, however, pure HH hardware deployments tend to be less
frequently used, with only four examples of such deployments being
presented within the sample. For example, a wound care system using
HH is presented in [50], and HH based brachytherapy mould casting is
presented in [51], and a medical tele-monitoring intervention using HH
in the form of a hand held surface scanner is presented in [49], and a
mobile spatial information acquisition system and autostereoscopic
display for surgeons to observe surgical target intuitively [62]. The
usage of pure HMD systems is more frequent [47,52,53,60,72,93].
Whilst [47] uses HMD’s to visualise physical exercises onto a patient’s
plane, [52] uses different types of HMD’s to augment medical images
onto a patient’s anatomy. Systems that deploy CMRT and the associated
algorithms using only DM deployment, are even more frequent
[59,61,64,66,70,75,77,82,83,85–88]. Out of these systems, a
considerable number deploy DM’s as a method of interaction between
the captured data and the clinician or trainee. For example [87] uses a
desktop interface as interaction between system and trainee for
educational Haptic palpitations purposes in a virtual environment.
Similarly, [59] propose a simulation tool for Anaesthesia procedures.
There are also a set of systems that purely deploy SC’s attached to
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medical instruments [48,54,57,68,69,74,78]. Laparoscopic surgery and
imaging is one area that targets to minimise usage of multiple devices
that could obstruct the procedure. For example, [78] focusses on
augmenting Bone Cutting procedures using endoscopic images.
Many studies in the sample utilise multiple hardware deployment
technologies as part of the proposed system. For example, a sizeable set
of systems use DM’s alongside additional SC devices
[56,58,65,67,71,73,76,79–81,84,89,90]. For instance, [56,81] com-
parably require spatial devices to measure external bodily features and
process them using dedicated or bespoke machines. One system, [63],
explores VR Pathology Examination using a HMD to immerse the pa-
thologist in an virtual environment where images can be visualised. A
DM was also employed to provide a platform for storing said images
which can be viewed virtually through the HMD.
3.5.4.4. User interaction. A substantial proportion of Traditional
systems are KI systems deployed along with one other additional User
Interaction method [52,55,56,59,61,63–66,69–71,75,80,81,83,
84,86–90]. From these system, the GI is a common additional User
Interaction method of interaction due to often being deployed for
‘hands-on’ clinical procedures [52,61,64,70,82,87,88]. For example;
the needle placement [64], haptic palpation [87] and orthopaedic
procedures [88] require practical training aspects and trainee’s must
experience the sensation of inserting needles into complex and
dangerous areas of the body. Moreover, [56,65,71,80,81,84,90]
proposed an additional SI category. For example, [56] requires
marker-less visual input for body shape analysis opposed to [69,89]
who propose SMI for visual marker based registration to deliver care.
A large number of systems propose system interaction solely
through SI [48,51,53,54,58,62,68,78,79] or combined with one an
additional category [47,49,50,57,60]. For example, systems that deploy
interventions purely using sensor based input are non-invasive and re-
occurring areas of research often focus on anthropometrics
[50,56,68,71,76,79,84] such as wound measurement or hand surface
estimation. From these systems, [68] employs a comparable 3D surface
scanner to model/estimate hand and palm surface areas in contrast with
pre-captured MRI Scans, the visual data inputted is environmental and
does not employ any markers or other tools to capture 3D measure-
ments. Systems that display usage of markers are less frequently pre-
sented in the sample (SM) [72–74,76]. For example, [73] receives vi-
sual input for endoscopic navigation from sensor markers and pre-
operative images which allows surgeons to stereoscopically observe the
subsurface and surrounding anatomical structures of the surgical field,
providing more detailed and intuitive information for safer surgeries.
3.5.5. Impact assessment
Principally, the CMRT systems and the associated studies proposed
in Table 7 resulted in a mean score of 6.6/10 in terms of research
quality. This indicates the quality of studies presented are located to-
wards the high end of medium quality research exhibiting efforts close
to higher efforts [45]. Furthermore, the Traditional CMRT systems
sample contains no poor quality studies. A total of 18 out of 44 studies
(40.9%) are classified as medium quality studies. The remaining 26 out
of 44 studies (59.1%) are classified as high quality studies. Conversely,
the system value assessment resulted in a mean score of 12.3/30 in-
dicating the presented that on average, Traditional CMRT systems de-
liver the low-medium system value. A total of 13 out of 44 systems
(29.5%) fit into the low value category. The bulk of the systems,
comprising of 30 (68.2%) are located in the medium value category.
There is only 1 system scoring 24/30 that fits into the high valued
description. It is interesting to note, that this system, proposes a Hand-
Held mobile system for chronic wound measurement and manages to
remain within the clinical expertise of the practitioner, whilst deli-
vering educational and decisional directions to the patient [50]. The
system is applicable in the Home, the Clinic or Hospital and delivers a
significant step towards transitioning current paternalistic, practitioner
centred care models to delivering clinically evidenced and guided in-
structions directly to the patient whilst maintaining the expertise’s
view.
Overall, the majority of studies deliver reputable quality empirical
results with appropriate generalizability and repeatability measures.
Additionally, there has been suitable usage of novel techniques with
large effort in tethered based hospital systems. However, form a system
value perspective, Traditional CMRT systems, by their very nature, tend
to focus on perpetuating more paternalistic models of care which in
turn is reflected in the comparatively poor performance in terms of
system value, the proposed rationale of which values systems that are
more patient-centred, and preventative in nature.
3.6. Collaborative CMRT health – care systems
Table 8 presents systems that have been identified as delivering care
using a collaborative approach between patient and practitioner as
described in Section 3.1.
3.6.1. Delivery stage
The most common care stage focused on by Collaborative systems is
Secondary care [89,94–101]. For example, [94] delivers pure Secondary
intervention through therapeutic breathing exercises and control tech-
niques to assist in regulating breathing conditions such as lung cancer.
Another interesting area of research is the Secondary specialist treat-
ment for tinnitus [99]. The usage of 3D and VR environments through
immersion in auditory and visual scenes has been compared to the
current Cognitive Behaviour Therapy with varying results.
There are few systems that deliver all three models of care
[98,102,103]. The proposed system by [102] approaches the decision
making process for prostate cancer from a collaborative stance through
augmenting potential solutions and 3D printing models of the patients’
prostates. The augmentation combined with printing the current the
model prostates can be employed for Primary prevention methods such
as visualising healthy prostates and exploring signs of this when to visit
the clinician. Secondary care is delivered through similar visualisation
techniques which can be employed to discuss potential surgical inter-
vention and associated factors. Tertiary care can be delivered through
surgical planning procedures using augmented and printed models of
the patient’s prostate.
Systems that deliver Secondary and Tertiary care stages are less
common [104,105]. One example is in the area of fibromyalgia, which
causes the patient to feel pain all over the body. One study, [104], uses
VR software to induce positive emotions through Secondary Specialist
and Tertiary care. The pain reduction or phobia treatment has also been
receiving interest from a purely Primary preventative perspective
amongst other medical contexts [106–108,111,113–118,121,122]. For
example, exposure therapy for dental phobia treatment [113] is being
investigated also using Virtual Reality software and proposes to reduce
or prevent the phobia from triggering in the first place.
Other systems focus on the Primary and Secondary care delivery
phases [109,110,117]. For example, [110] delivers Primary care
through guiding patients through motor skill exercises to avoid mus-
culoskeletal complications, whilst also delivering Secondary care to
assist those with rehabilitation following surgery, stroke, or a muscu-
loskeletal injury. Furthermore, training for ECG tests through aug-
mented telemedicine using Primary and Secondary models is also be-
coming an area of interest [109]. Due to the flexibility of long distance
training for specialists, augmenting telemedicine using HMD’s and
marker registration, untrained people can receive preventative methods
for detecting unusual heart activity, and potentially more advanced
specialist care.
3.6.2. Clinical context
The Collaborative systems included in the sample tend to deliver
applications within the CDM and PM contexts
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[96–99,104,106,107,111–113,115,116,120–122]. From these systems,
[112] for example aims to reduce pain through the usage of VR and
could form part of the wound care treatment guidelines (CDM) by
submerging patients in the proposed “Snow World”. Moreover, the
system also collects data and evaluates a patient pain level before and
after the treatment (PM).
The CDM and/or PM aspects are also seen with additional Clinical
Contexts being CC, RIG and MET [100,102,103,105,108–110,114,117,
119]. The ECG test training [109] for example ensures treatment
guidelines for correct ECG procedures are followed through the tele-
medicine aspect (CDM), whilst simultaneously providing a training
facility (MET) through a form of voice/video calling (CC). Lastly, data is
also collected on performance and teaches the monitoring of health
status (PM). Another example being [110], where the exercises deliv-
ered as part of prevention or rehabilitation phases follow specific
treatment guidelines to ensure correct mobility and comfort is achieved
(CDM), the “Ghostman” system delivers these exercises through long
distance communication using HMD displays and cameras to augment
the therapists instructions in real time (CC). Finally, the teaching
component of rehabilitation is delivered through simple motor skills
exercises which can be performed solely by the user (MET). The
teaching of these skills requires time and expertise of a therapist. The
availability and cost of these demands are leading to the use of a tele-
rehabilitation model to reach a wider population of potential clients.
Systems that deliver purely for PM and MET are few in numbers
[94,95]. For example, [94] delivers the PM aspect through a Mobile VR
based applications that monitors the patients respiratory system and
lung capacity through the microphone which accordingly visualises
animations to support breathing techniques. Consequently, the PM as-
pect is delivered through the same visual animations which are based
upon the user’s respiratory system and provides visual ques to assist
efficient breathing.
3.6.3. Clinical setting
Many of the Collaborative systems can be deployed in multiple
Clinical Settings [95,97–99,103–107,109–111,113,115,120,121]. How-
ever, systems that can be delivered purely within one clinical setting are
less common. For example, a small number of systems are designed
purely for the Home setting [94,100,101,108,114,118,122]. An ex-
ample of a system developed solely for the Home setting is [108], which
delivers a Primary system for fall prevention which can empower older
adults in the decision making process for home modifications and
provide a potentially prolonged life expectancy and avoid falls. Systems
that are deployed purely within the Clinic setting usually have a re-
quirement for specialist equipment [96,102,112,117,119]. The usage of
“robot like VR goggles” for example is used to perform wound debri-
dement which would require a specialist wound care clinic as hospitals
do not usually store such equipment due to the lower frequency of
patients requiring such treatment [112]. The AR shoulder rehabilitation
system presented in [95] is deployed at the Clinic and Hospital setting
due to the patients’ health and progression being monitored through the
proposed “RehabBio” system which uses EEG, EMG and ECG to capture
muscle, heart and breathing activity. These devices cannot typically be
deployed within the Home due to the specialist equipment required.
Numerous systems [97,99,104,106,107,110,111,113,115,120,121,
123] have the potential to be deployed at Home or in the Clinic setting.
From these systems, [99,104] can comparably be installed equally well
within the home or clinic and delivers pain reduction therapy and occur
in a safe and more comfortable environment from a patient’s perspec-
tive. Deployment across all settings; Home, the Clinic, and Hospital
settings are least common, however, there are a small number of sys-
tems that do [103,105,109]. The development of an automatic marker
free registration mobile device for augmenting pre-scanned anatomical
data onto the human torso has multiple potential usages [105]. The
application known as “iRay” can be utilised at Home for anatomy
education, at the Clinic and, Hospital for intervention and surgical
planning. Due to the nature of pain management interventions required
in hospitalised patients, using the Samsung Oculus rift VR setup [116],
the system can only feasibly be deployed in a hospital setting.
3.6.4. System specification
3.6.4.1. Mediated technology. The full range of mediated technologies is
deployed across Collaborative systems with significant efforts invested
into fully immersive therapeutic VR monitoring systems focused
particularly on CDM, PM and MET clinical contexts. For example, VR
has been noticeable within the majority of the systems
[94,96–100,104,112,113,115–117,120] and tend to focus on CDM
and PM clinical contexts. An example system for inducing positive
emotions in fibromyalgia [104] targets patients that have taken on the
strategy to avoid activity in an attempt to reduce pain. Immersing the
patient into a virtual environment (PM) and commencing significant
daily activities (CDM) could enable chronic patients to experience a
more fulfilling life.
A number of systems employ AR technologies
[95,101,102,105,108–110,121] which evolve around the empowering
the user through medical education (MET). The treatment decisions
(CDM) for prostate cancer patients uses AR to visualise healthy and
unhealthy prostates alongside 3D printed versions in an attempt to
educate the patient and pre-empt cancerous prostates (MET) [102].
The use of 3DM has also been presented in a reduced set of systems
with additional clinical contexts focused in HRMA and CC
[103,106,107,118,119,122]. For example, [103] investigated indoor
navigations using a 3D range camera for the visually impaired. A blind
or visually impaired patient would be able to stereophonically (CC)
hear where a clear path is from room to room as objects were detected
with the range camera. Additionally, [119] presents an intuitive nose
surgery planning and simulation system, using 3D laser scan image and
lateral X-ray image (HRMA), to provide high quality prediction of the
postoperative appearance, and design of the patient specific prosthesis
model automatically.
3.6.4.2. Software deployment. The deployment of software within the
Collaborative system paradigm tend to focus on the delivery of Closed-
Source (CS) systems [94–99,102–104,106,109,110,112,115,117–122].
For example, [96] proposes a VR tool to train and monitor patient
dialogue's using a virtual avatar to expose patient to various social
situations with a view to reducing social phobia. The development of
the avatar and the remaining system functionality is packaged within
the Delft Remote Virtual Reality Therapy platform (DRVET) which is a
closed system. Another example is the “Ghostman” system [110] which
proposes a visual augmentation system designed to allow a physical
therapist and patient to inhabit each other’s viewpoint in an augmented
real-world environment. This allows the therapist to deliver instruction
remotely and observe performance of a motor skill through the patient’s
point of view for rehabilitation following surgery, stroke, or a
musculoskeletal injury. The HMD used in “Ghostman” system uses the
‘Vuzix’ SDK which can be accessed publicly, but its source cannot be
edited.
The remaining systems are deployed using Open-Sourced (OS)
software [100,101,105,107,111,113,114,116]. The usage of the Oculus
Development Kit (SDK) has been evident throughout some of these
systems, for example [113,116] both deployed to their system using the
OS based HMD. The usage of the Oculus system for pain therapy and
dental phobia is well suited to this type of intervention, due to the full
immersion of the patient which can be achieved and acts as a distrac-
tion which evidently can be useful for these types of intervention.
3.6.4.3. Hardware deployment. A large proportion of Collaborative
systems deploy DM’s and HMD’s as the key Hardware Deployment
platform [96,99,112,113,115,116,121]. The dental phobia treatment
using an immersive VR environment, more commonly termed as Virtual
Reality Exposure Therapy (VRET), utilises a DM and HMD to re-create
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dental practices [113]. Similarly, the remaining studies in this group
have developed immersive environments to treat a numerous chronic
issues which require a constant connection between HMD and DM.
Whilst popular methods of employing VR technologies are usually
deployed with a combination of DM’s and HMD’s, there are occurrences
of using projector or spatial based camera’s (SC) instead of HMD to
portray the VR environment [95,104]. The induction of positive
emotions for fibromyalgia are performed using group therapy
methods as it is recommended for chronic pain sufferers, and the
usage of a projector-based approach solves the challenge of delivering
immersive VR environments to multiple patients simultaneously. There
are also instances of sole HMD usage without the need for a DM or SC
[94,97,109–111,120]. For example, [111] employs a HoloLens system
detect vital signs through spatial averages of the luminance (L) and
chrominance (U, V) pixel intensities.
Sole usage of mobile devices is not uncommon (HH)
[101,102,105,108]. For example, [102] has capitalised on the HH
augmentation system advances and proposes to educate patients on
prostate cancer care and potential solutions through an iPad and
structure Sensing technologies. Similarly, sole usage of spatial camera’s
(SC) is not uncommon [98,103]. For example, [103] presents a 3DM
system for healthcare mobility aids through a 3D range camera which is
positioned spatially (SC). Objects are augmented and modelled thus
allowing a wheelchair dependant blind or visually impaired patient to
direct their path stereophonically. Sole usage of DM for again is not
unusual [100,117,119]. The proposed VR simulation platform is de-
signed to provide a cost-effective alternative to co-located team
training. Advanced cardiac life support (ACLS) is a protocol that pro-
vides guidance on the clinical interventions that need to be provided
during cardiac arrests and respiratory failures. The user interacts with
the system mainly using a desktop machine with a keyboard. ACLS
interaction is provided through a bespoke haptic joystick attached to
the DM.
3.6.4.4. User interaction. Development of pure sensor based (SI) and
marker based (SMI) input to assist in care procedures is growing in
popularity in research communities and is increasingly being combined
with Mediated Technologies [95,97,98,101–103,105–111,119,121].
These systems at the core, all have a form of visual input whether
through a standard or bespoke sensor camera. From these systems, the
delivery of care using pure sensory input (SI) is noteworthy
[97,98,101,103,105,108,110,111]. For example, the HoloLens system
proposed by [111] has been used detect vital signs through calculating
spatial averages of the camera’s video signal. Contrarily, [101] uses a
bidirectional video feed, using standard and commercially available
cameras at the site of the provider and the patient. Moreover, from
these systems it is also evident that pure marker based (SMI) is
infrequent [102] and is usually combined with KI and VI or GI
[95,106,107,109,113]. For example, the ECG augmented system
employs Telemedicine to direct untrained people in the correct
practices to perform ECG diagnosis and can control the system with
Voice commands [109].
However, the usage of a keyboard with a desktop is an aspect that
remains an essential for of interaction for certain training and treatment
procedures. The following systems take input either solely through KI
or in combination with sensor based input (SMI,SI) and GI
[95,96,104,106,107,109,113,115–117,119–121,123]. An example of a
system that has marker based registrations (SMI) at its core of inter-
action is [95]. The usage of KI is employed through the DM where the
practitioner can monitor and provide further input values. The user has
to wear markers on the finger tips and other body parts to provide
monitoring facilities for the bespoke app (SMI). Finally, the user per-
forms the AR induced exercises through gestures (movement) and is
monitoring accordingly (GI). The remaining systems all require a form
of computer/keyboard based input either solely in addition to sensory
data.
There is only one system that uses Voice based input (VI) combined
with GI [94]. The system presents a VR based therapy to assist in-
dividuals, especially lung cancer patients or those with breathing dis-
orders to regulate their breath through real-time analysis of respiration
movements using a smartphone. The Mobile VR based applications
monitors the patient’s respiratory system and lung capacity through the
microphone and visualises animations to support breathing techniques.
3.6.5. Impact assessment
Predominantly, Collaborative CMRT systems presented in Table 8
scored a mean score of 5.7/10 in terms of research quality, i.e. re-
presenting, on average, medium quality systems. Indeed this is reflected
in that the majority, 18/29 (62.1%) of the sample fall within the
medium quality research category. A total of 8/29 (27.6%) studies
achieved a high quality research score with the remaining 3/29
(10.3%) being considered of low quality research. On the contrary, the
mean system value resulted in 14.1/30, placing it in again in the medium
valued systems category. More specifically, a total of 25/29 (86.2%) of
systems are placed in the medium value grouping with the remaining 4/
29 (13.8%) systems equally split across the low and high categories
respectively. It is worthy to note that there are a number of systems that
are located on the cusp the high value category [103,105,109,110].
These systems, tend to achieve higher scores due to the unobtrusive
nature of the solutions via the use of pure sensing (SI) [103] technol-
ogies and marker (SMI) based therapies through AR and VR technolo-
gies [109] delivering ECG training for untrained candidates. Both ex-
amples provide patients with opportunities of becoming stakeholders in
their treatment and final outcomes.
Generally, a larger focus on the development and investigation in
virtualisation software for therapeutic treatment with acceptable re-
peatability measures is evident within this sub-sample of the literature.
There is eccentric effort on utilising novel technologies, however evi-
dence can also be found in the smaller absolute number of Collaborative
CMRT systems, compared for example with Traditional CMRT systems,
suggesting the research community’s current focus tends to be still fo-
cusing on more paternalistic technology-based solutions for care.
3.7. Patient-centred CMRT health – care systems
Table 9 presents systems that have been identified as delivering care
using a Patient-Centred approach. Subsequently, as part of the pre-
sentation, the data is described according to the defined Conceptual
Framework in Section 3.
3.7.1. Delivery stage
Systems that attempt to deliver Primary, Secondary, and Tertiary of
care are few in numbers [124,125,136,138,140]. The anatomy educa-
tion area has received noteworthy interest from a Patient-Centred per-
spective and is featured in [124,138,140]. For example, [124] develop
a system that uses Computerised Tomography (CT) scans and augments
them onto the patient’s body through a depth camera to track the pose
of a user standing in front of a large display. The Primary care element
of the system relates to the capability to educate through self-learning
and ultimately being able to prevent further complications in a range of
bodily areas. Further Secondary care treatment focuses on educating the
patient with existing bodily complexities. Finally, the Tertiary care as-
pect focusses on surgical bodily adjustments which emphasise re-
searching potential solutions or apprehend existing procedures.
Systems that focus on single care Delivery Stage cover the majority of
the these systems [127–129,131–135,137,139]. Tertiary based systems
[133,135,137] include indoor navigation using a mobile device and
beacon technology for wheelchair users is one example [133]. Such
systems aim to increase or maintain current mobility in patients with
chronic mobility issues. Moreover, [137] provides specialist surgical
care through a brain anatomy education system. This Tertiary based
system involves the patient being able to interact with the brain model
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and allows the doctor and patient to perceive and perform a more ac-
curate stimulation of brain conditions. The secondary based systems
[127,130,131] are similarly few in numbers. For example, [127] de-
livers a Secondary based intervention for stroke rehabilitation. The VR
mobile game-based upper extremity delivers a program for patients
who have experienced stroke through training and instruction-based
exercises. Likewise, [131] delivers Secondary care through a mobile AR
based blended learning environment for skin dermatology called
“mArble”. The system uses AR to interactively overlay the desired
findings on the user’s skin. The systems in the last segment of the single
care Delivery Stages [128,129,132,134,139] focus on Primary care in-
terventions. For example, [129] delivers Primary intervention through a
mobile AR monitoring system. The systems assists with monitoring food
intake and associated carbohydrates which in turn allows for insulin-
dependent diabetic to estimate the amount of insulin necessary to ac-
count for a given meal using the derived carbohydrate-count. Con-
versely, [134] delivers Primary care through a hand motion-based vir-
tual reality-based ‘exergame’. The system which is designed for
occupational health purposes and allows the user to perform simple
exercises using a cost-effective non-invasive motion capture device to
help overcome and prevent some of the musculoskeletal problems as-
sociated with the over-use of keyboards and mobile devices.
3.7.2. Clinical context
The majority of Patient-Centred Systems focus on providing educa-
tional context interventions (MET) associated with treatment guidelines
(CDM) and a few deviations into different contexts
[124,127–129,131,134,137–140]. For example, [134] provides a
system where the VR ‘exergame’ provides a set of treatment guidelines
(CDM) for hand-motion exercises to prevent or reduce musculoskeletal
complexities. Simultaneously while the treatment guidelines are de-
livered to the patient, the exercises can be utilised away from the ap-
plication and become regular activities to perform during the day-to-
day routine. Similarly, [139] provides a system where individuals are
assisted to maintain, enhance and recover hand skills using AR and
bare-hand tracking through an exercise induced system. The AR based
exercise system allows patients to interact with the system and are
given a set of exercises which follow general treatment guidelines
(CDM) for the enhancement of finger functions. Concurrently, the
therapeutic healthcare exercises taught, can be performed away from
the proposed system and aim to improve the range of motion of fingers
over a period of time (MET). The systems that include small deviations
from the pure educational context cover roughly half of the Patient-
Centred Systems [124,129,137,138]. For example, [124] delivers an AR
anatomy education system that accesses previous CT (HRMA) scans and
augments them onto the users body whilst simultaneously providing
educational aspects (MET). Similarly, [138] also delivers an AR
anatomy education based application but uses haptic feedback as a tool
to learn anatomy. The usage of 3D models generated from medical
textbook (RIG) which can be interacted with using the haptic feedback
hardware provides equitable access to more engaging experiences.
Besides the training based interventions, there are also systems that
focus on CDM and PM [133,135,136]. For example, [136] delivers a
wound surface areas measurement system using 3D structure sensing
technology that focusses on improving the reliability and accuracy of
surface measurements. Ultimately this would enable estimation of the
Healing Rate of wounds (PM) and facilitate Decision Making process to
identify correct Treatment Guidelines (CDM) according to the type of
wound. Despite the focus in the same clinical contexts, [133] the area of
care differs. The AR indoor navigation system provided using a mobile
device and beacon markers allows wheel chair users to decide on the
most efficient route (CDM) to navigate safely (PM) around various in-
door locations.
The disparity in treatment is also evident within systems that deliver
to theme of CDM, PM and MET and are present in small numbers
[125,126,130,132]. For instance, [130] contextual information in
cognitive impairment guidance through AR and map topology widely
varies in care in comparison to [132] who delivers an interactive AR
exercise guidance ‘coach’ for older adults. The cognitive impairment
guidance systems supplies spatial orientation and support to cognitively
impaired people in their daily activities (CMD). The system monitors
the patient in relation to points of interest and well-known places (PM)
in which user-friendly augmented reality contextual guidance routes to
a destination are provided (CDM). The user based context rather than
the conventional street names and quantitative distances provides an
easy to learn and demonstrates previous instructions (MET). Compara-
tively, the Kinect Based AR exercise Coaching system uses IR sensors to
monitor patient progress throughout the session (PM) and provides clinical
context and guidance to newer exercises (MET) in accordance with their
progress (CMD).
3.7.3. Clinical setting
A large proportion of the Patient-Centred Systems subscribe to de-
ployments within a pure Home based setting
[125,127–129,131,132,134,139]. For example, [139] delivers a low-
cost and multi-modal residential-based AR-assisted therapeutic health-
care exercise system to enhance the finger dexterity which is deployed
on a regular desktop computer using web camera’s. Similarly, [134]
delivers a hand motion-based VR based ‘exergame’ for occupational
health purposes. The system allows the user to perform simple exercises
using a cost-effective non-invasive motion capture device to help
overcome and prevent some of the musculoskeletal problems associated
with the over-use of keyboards and mobile devices.
A few systems subscribe to a Home and Clinic based setting
[124,126,136,138]. The Anatomy Education Magic Mirror system can
easily be adapted for home use through the usage of a standard LED TV
[124]. There are also systems that can be implemented in all settings
[130,133,135,137,140]. For example, the indoor navigation system
could install it’s markers in a variety of locations and enable efficient
wheelchair navigation within a hospital environment or smaller clinic
[133]. Similarly, the brain anatomy education systems allows both the
doctor and patient to interact with the brain model. This type of care
could potentially be delivered in all settings due to the simplicity of the
mobile system [137].
3.7.4. System specification
3.7.4.1. Mediated technology. The type of Mediated Technology
employed Patient-Centred Systems quite varied, although there is a
predisposition towards MET. For example, the usage of AR has
mainly focused on anatomy education (MET) by augmenting body
parts onto the patient [124,138], but there are also systems for indoor
navigational purposes that use AR to scan beacon’s (markers) and
deliver direct instruction to patients (PM) [133]. The remaining AR
systems [129–133,139] are again diverse in nature, for example [139]
augments and portrays different objects into the patients hands and
aims to aid (MET) in therapeutic healthcare exercises for finger
movement. MR has also been receiving attention through mainly a
mobile based approach [137]. For example, the mixing of both AR and
VR within a single system to visualise brain data (HRMA) could provide
a more in depth and detailed explanation (MET) of medical procedures
and operative decisions (CDM). The AR mode produces a virtual
representation of the brain superimposed over the patient’s head
enabling the doctor to visualize in real time a three-dimensional
virtual model of the brain over the patient’s head, aligned with the
real position of the patient’s brain. The VR mode allows for hands-on
interaction with the model enabling the patient to grasp the concept of
potential solutions.
The usage of 3DM to scan and measure surfaces has also been a
prominent area for development [125,128,135,136,140]. Even though
the modelling aspect in some cases might not be featured, facilitating
surface measurements through 3D camera capabilities has proven to be
a valuable route for investigation [136]. Lastly the usage of VR is also
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limited in the data set [126,127,134]. For example in [127], a mobile
game-based upper limb dysfunction VR program is presented for pa-
tients who have experienced stroke. The exercises are presented in
Virtual form and allow the patient to follow at their own pace (MET).
3.7.4.2. Software deployment. The majority of these systems
[124,127–129,131,134,136–138] deploy software using CS
technologies. For example [124,138] use the Microsoft Kinect
Platform which hides behind a closed development environment,
similarly [134] uses the ‘LeapMotion’ SDK and [137] uses the Metaio
SDK which conform to the same closed environment disadvantages. The
remaining systems focus on deploying software using OS applications
[125,126,130,132,135,139,140]. The Usage of the Android
Development Platform, AR Library, and Blender has for instance been
featured in [133] and provides plenty of room for collaboration with
open development communities. Additional novel OS technologies lie
in the Faro IR scanning API [125], Leap Motion [126] and Kinect
platform [132].
3.7.4.3. Hardware deployment. Compared with Collaborative and
Traditional Systems, Patient-Centred Systems tend to deploy a larger
proportion of applications on HH devices [127–131,133,135–137]. The
mobile technologies attempt to simplify the relationship between
patient and practitioner whilst simultaneously allowing the patient to
comprehend medical knowledge using a common everyday device.
Wheelchair indoor navigation provides an elegant system which uses a
common smartphone to scan beacon locations and assist with
navigating, such a system can be employed solely by the user [133].
On the contrary, comprehending brain anatomy with the assistance of
practitioner and the visualisation aspect through an ubiquitous device
has also proven medical value [137]. Surprisingly, systems that present
physical therapeutic exercises [125,126,132,134,139,140] all make use
of a DM associated with either a HMD or SC to detect movement. Lastly
usage of pure SC is also present [124,138]. Both systems deploy an
Xbox Kinect camera which can be used for gesture and depth
perception. Perhaps surprisingly both systems are focused in the same
medical area of augmenting anatomy education.
3.7.4.4. User interaction. The combination of SI and GI has been
prominent within Patient-Centred Systems [124,126,127,130,132,
134,138,139]. The usage of pre-captured models or images
augmented in real time is an approach not uncommonly taken
[124,138]. For example, the augmentation of anatomy using pre-
captured CT scans allows for precise visualisation of otherwise
difficult to present structures. The system allows the user to interact
with the model using gestures (GI) through a Microsoft Kinect scanner
(SI) where the users fingertips are positioned within the frame [124].
There are also systems that do not make use of pre-captured models and
scan the environment in real time using purely SI with a smart phone
camera [125,128,135,136]. The pure visual input without markers is an
effective method for scanning and developing treatment plans in
Wound Care and has proven its usability.
Scanning the environment, patient, or other solid objects using SMI
is also becoming a feasible solution for medical complexities
[129,131,133,137]. The simplicity of smart phones camera allows for
easy registration of placed markers to augment and portray useful in-
formation onto the plane of vision. For instance, [137] places markers
on the patients head which allows for a virtual representation of the
brain superimposed over the patient’s head. Lastly, there is only one
system that utilises a keyboard (KI) to provide a 3D Anatomy Visuali-
sation educational tool for residents delivering exceptional bone quality
structure and dissection capability particulars [140].
3.7.5. Impact assessment
The Patient-Centred CMRT systems presented in Table 9 achieved a
mean score of 5.6/10 in terms of research quality. These system types,
therefore on average, deliver studies of medium research quality. It is
worthy to note that the absolute number of studies presented here are
fewer than in other system type samples, and hence generalisations may
therefore be significantly skewed as a result of the small sample size.
Despite the lower total number of studies, a comparatively high pro-
portion of the research 8/17 (47.1%) delivers high quality research
studies. Furthermore, 7/17 (41.2%) studies were scored as medium
quality research. The last 2/17 (11.8%) are defined as low research
quality. The system value presents a mean of 15.9/30 which are cate-
gorised as medium value systems. This is the highest scoring average of
all three system category types. Perhaps surprisingly, all 17/17 (100%)
systems are contained within the medium research quality indicator. It
is also interesting to note, that with the exception of one [131], no
studies fall into the lower end of the medium quality category. It would
therefore appear that there is greater consistency in terms of the system
value of applications presented as Patient-Centred CMRT systems, quite
feasibly as a result of these system types having an inherent focus on
delivering patient-centred solutions. This is perhaps most closely
aligned with the scoring rationale for System Value, which credits sys-
tems that focus on delivering patient-centred, preventative, patient
enabling solutions.
4. Challenges and future research recommendations
This study presents the state of the art in Computer Mediated
Reality Technologies (CMRT) for healthcare delivery. The emerging
CMRT concepts and systems presented have been categorised in-line
with a concept-centric thematic analysis of the representative literature
sample. As conceptualised in the proposed framework, the three over-
arching PIPPs (Traditional, Collaborative, Patient-centred) that emerged
from the literature sample form the basis of the overarching analysis,
discussion and impact assessment taxonomy presented.
When considering the broader view of the typical function that
systems fulfil according to the three overarching PPIPs; Traditional
systems account for more than half of the whole literature sample
[47–90]. The care delivered by Traditional systems tends to focus on
augmenting (AR) and visualising (3DM) an improved treatment
strategy or training methodology for use by specialist practitioners. As a
result, a significant proportion of the proposed systems deliver instru-
ments which exclusively focus on specialist Secondary care
[51,56,63,65,68,76,79,84,85] and Tertiary care levels
[53–55,58,60,62,66,67,70,72–75,82,83,141]. Consequently, systems
are mainly designed for deployment within hospital or clinical settings
for CDM, PM and MET purposes. Example clinical application areas that
are dominant in this sub-set include: human anthropometric measure-
ments; composite bone perforation; orthodontic bracket placement; and
MRI guided needle surgery. The remaining studies focus on delivering
collaborative systems [94–122], whilst the minority of systems focus on
delivery of patient-centred interventions [124–140].
Collaborative systems tend to focus on providing therapeutic treat-
ment by virtually immersing (VR) the patient in a pre-designed en-
vironment [94,96–99,104,112,113,115–117,120] that are often used
for to stimulation of social anxieties and dental phobias. Additionally,
management of fibromyalgia and burn wounds are areas of clinical
application that have been targeted by Collaborative systems and have
shown potential for enabling patients with chronic conditions to ex-
perience a more fulfilling life. Interestingly, compared to the Traditional
systems, the Collaborative systems mainly position themselves at the
Primary care levels [68,106–108,111,113–116,118,121] and Secondary
care levels [94–101,119,120]. Comparatively, the Clinical Context of
Collaborative systems tend to be oriented towards CDM and PM contexts
[96–99,104,106,107,111–116,118,120–122] and show systems mainly
deployed within the Home and Clinic settings. There is and observed
decrease in Collaborative systems delivering within the MET context
compared with Traditional systems, which could be attributed the key
opportunities of CMRTs being seen as delivering most value in enabling
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patient-practitioner collaboration in practice as opposed to within
training settings.
With regards to Patient-Centred systems, all systems deliver treat-
ment purely from the patient’s perspective [124,127,129,131,
133,134,136–139]. The provision of care delivered by Patient-Centred
systems tends to focus on equipping the patient with ubiquitous tools to
support, instruct and visualise personalised health information relating
to normal bodily function [124,131,134,137,139] such as anatomy or
dermatologic education. Furthermore, the small number of Patient-
Centred systems makes it challenging to suggest trends within this sub-
set of systems particularly with reference to the Delivery Stage other
than to observe that Primary, Secondary, and Tertiary care examples
have all been presented in the literature. However, when comparing the
Clinical Setting catered for by Patient-Centred systems compared with
Traditional and to a lesser extent Collaborative, it seems that Patient-
Centred systems tend to focus more on the delivery of applications for
the Home setting and less on the Hospital and Clinic settings.
When considering all studies presented across Tables 5–7, there
appears to be a shift in focus of the Clinical Settingwhich is related to the
respective PPIP in question. Traditional systems tend to focus on deli-
vering applications for Hospital and Clinic settings; Collaborative systems
tend to focus more on the Clinic setting, and to some extent, the Home
setting; and Patient-Centred systems tend to cater for the Home, and to
some extent, the Clinic setting. Additionally, when considering the type
of intervention that specific PPIP systems support, currently, Traditional
systems tend to support more invasive type surgery interventions,
whereas Collaborative systems tend to deliver a more balanced mix of
both invasive surgery interventions and instructive therapy interven-
tions, with Patient-Centred systems tending to support non-invasive in-
terventions and more instructive therapies. There also appears to be a
relationship between the Delivery Stage and the chosen PPIP. Traditional
systems, which are support to more paternalistic forms patient-practi-
tioner relationships, tend to focus on delivering Secondary and/or Ter-
tiary care delivery i.e. with the clinician being at the ‘helm’ and steering
the Clinical Decision Making (CDM). The systems in the Traditional data
set seem to conform to this observation with no systems purely deli-
vering Primary care interventions. With regards to Collaborative sys-
tems, a larger proportion of these systems shift towards the delivery of
Primary care interventions. Patient-Centred systems present a more di-
verse range of care delivery, but, despite the smaller data set there
seems to be a decrease in pure Tertiary care interventions. Interestingly,
there did not appear to be any discernible relationship between PPIP
and the chosen Mediated Technology type employed as part of the pro-
posed systems. In addition, there did not appear to be any particularly
dominant relationship between Mediated Technology type and the
chosen Software Deployment i.e. Open Source or Closed Source (OS/CS)
platforms.
From a Hardware Deployment perspective, PPIP appears to be pro-
foundly related to the Clinical Setting. Systems deployed at the
Traditional level strongly rely on intermediary Hospital or Clinic based
systems such as MRI and CT photographs to visualise, overlay and
augment treatment procedures using HMD’s, DM’s and SC’s. At the
Collaborative level this phenomenon marginally diminishes whilst the
Patient-Centred systems display very little usage of HMD’s and DM’s.
Instead, there is a greater focus on HH devices.
Furthermore, there appears to be little coherent direction towards
CMRT systems that are particularly aimed at the ageing population, and
particularly with development focused within the patient-centred
paradigm [100,108]. The home modification software presented by
Money et al. [100], concluded that there is potential to improve the
patient-practitioner relationship via collaborative use of CMRTs in
multi-agency teams, hence empowering the patient within the decision
making process.
When considering the relationship between the three PPIP cate-
gories (Traditional, Collaborative, Patient-Centered) and the research
quality and system value metric, Traditional CMRT scored 6.6/10 (high-
medium) and performed the best for research quality and conversely
performed the worst in terms of system value with 12.3/30 (low-
medium). Collaborative systems performed on average basis overall for
both metrics, however on single research quality basis performed the
worst with 5.7/10 (low-medium) and 14.1/30 (low-medium) for system
value. Patient-Centred systems scored 6/10 (high-medium) for research
quality. The most striking observation is that Patient-Centred systems
performed the best in terms of system value with 15.9/30 (medium).
Interestingly, a possible anecdotal trend that emerges from these results
is that research quality and system value may be, to some extent, in-
versely related to one another. This certainly seems to be the case for
Traditional CMRT systems, perhaps as a result of the more traditional/
well established research methodologies and repeatability measures
that are evident within the comparatively saturated field of Traditional
CMRT systems (indicated by the larger number of Traditional CMRT
systems overall). Conversely, the comparative lack of research volume
focusing on developing less paternalistic system types (i.e.
Collaborative and Patient-Centred CMRT systems) may manifest itself
in these studies adopting more ad-hoc study designs in terms of the
experimental setup, design, delivery and subsequent evaluation of
studies.
Furthermore, there are no systems located in the extreme high end
of the taxonomy (25+). Despite the limited data, it can be extrapolated
with caution that this might be due to the difficulty associated with
establishing ecological validity in conjunction with the novel technol-
ogies used in many of the higher scoring studies. The research in these
areas is still in its infancy but has shown promising results and in-
dicating that there is a need for more research effort in the collaborative
and patient-centred system domains.
One final observation relating to the literature in general; despite
the positive focus on HH devices, increased research aiming to identify
appropriate instrumentation and methodologies in delivering un-
obtrusive CMRT sensing technologies in the home, there remains a gap
in the research efforts presented to date, i.e. to consider the privacy
concerns and the diffusion of the ubiquitous CMRT within the home
setting. Indeed, it is recognised that we are in the midst of a shift to-
wards the delivery of more personalised, home-based health systems, in
which the upcoming generation of older adults will undoubtedly be-
come increasingly equipped, and enabled with opportunities to become
stakeholders and intellectual partners in patient-centred treatments and
outcomes [46]. However, as Harper et al. [142] highlights, attitudes
towards what is considered ‘private’ greatly varies between people with
respect to the environment, content and task at hand. Hence, it can
conceptually be argued that the developer at this point cannot and
should not actively decide on which visual aspects to block or process.
Intricacies in terms of independent daily living, and the introduction of
OS technology, raises several questions in relation to privacy percep-
tion. (1) When, what and how information gets recorded and stored?
(2) Who is the data overseer and who can request access to this in-
formation? (3) What happens to the data once it’s processed and stored?
Belloti and Sellen [143] have presented a framework that surrounds the
previous questions and concludes with an example in practice. Whilst
this framework delivered on some of the foundational queries sur-
rounding privacy, it does not cater for today’s emerging OS systems and
the patterns of ubiquitous device usage and the cascading effect this has
on social norms, values and what is deemed appropriate material for
decision making in relation to current organizational policies. Rough
yet significant ground work has been disseminated by Caine et al. [144]
which concluded that older adults are often willing to compromise
certain levels of privacy with sensing devices in order to gain support in
remaining independent. In order to benefit from the use of video-based
monitoring (including being able to identify each individual in a multi-
person environment, and label events with accuracy, for example being
able to accurately distinguish between a fall and someone getting on
their knees to pick something up) while minimizing potential privacy
intrusion, requires novel proof of concept-design in relation to
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algorithmic techniques and associated OS implementations. Park et al.
[145] presents an initial concept design for silhouette extraction using
multiple cameras, a wearable RFID reader and supplementary RFID tags
that are attached to various objects including furniture, appliances, and
utensils around the home. Whilst this technique delivers multi-scale and
multi-view synchronised data, markers often deliver interoperability
design issues and integration overhead. Therefore, novel hardware-less
algorithmic techniques and integrating this with the due diligence of
clinicians and developers alike, remains an un-ventured field which
requires further research and development effort [146].
In light of these results, the findings indicate that relatively little
research effort has been invested into developing Patient-Centred sys-
tems that embracing the need to move away from paternalistic models
of healthcare towards supporting more patient-centred models of care
with a view to overcoming the scarcity of resources issue that is pri-
marily presenting itself as a consequence of an ageing population.
Therefore, there remain significant opportunities for further research to
be carried out in the area of CMRT systems that deliver patient-centred
tools and interventions particularly for an older population. As a direct
consequence of carrying out this state of the art survey of existing
CMRT systems, numerous challenges and associated recommendations
have emerged which should be addressed by CMRT healthcare research
domain.
Challenge and Recommendation 1: There is a disproportionate
number of current Traditional healthcare CMRT systems that have a narrow
focus on development of fixed position Traditional systems for training/
educating clinical staff in invasive surgical procedures. These systems are
typically tethered to existing hospital and clinic-based legacy systems,
hence are non-portable and perpetuate the existing focus on traditional
and more paternalistic models of healthcare delivery. Although
Traditional CMRT research has shown significant and successful pro-
gression, and valuable usage of CMRT systems, in line with government
policies and initiatives, there is a real need to focus a greater proportion
of research effort into exploring how CMRTs can be exploited to facil-
itate less paternalistic patient-centred models of care. For instance,
there are no examples of CMRT education/training systems for invasive
surgery that focus on educating the patient in any way or facilitating
more collaborative interactions between patient-practitioner before,
during, or after surgery. Therefore, there is a need to invest more re-
search effort into developing, deploying and evaluating Traditional
CMRT that focus on the patient and facilitate improved collaboration
between patient and practitioner.
Challenge and Recommendation 2: There is lack of research effort
in the CMRT healthcare domain that develop ubiquitous systems which
specifically target development of patient-centred systems for the older po-
pulation through camera enabled sensory input. Only one study [108]
focuses in this area and has delivered valuable outputs, but apart from
this example such studies are absent from the existing research litera-
ture. The example of [108] presents an AR tool that allows occupational
therapists to walk-through and asynchronously envision modifications
(place objects) in collaboration with older adults, facilitating a two-way
discussion according to the goals of older clients. Hamm et al. [147]
who carried out a systematic survey of health intervention technolo-
gies, concluded that even from a wider range of technologies, extrinsic
risks and personalising the home to aid mobility and reduce fall risks by
self-assessment have yet to be fully explored. Therefore, there is a need
to invest, develop and analyse CMRT using synchronous camera-en-
abled scanning methods for real-time and on-capture assessment for
delivery of care of older adults through visual sensory input. Some
promising avenues via which this may be achieved lie within the image
processing and edge detection research domain through recently com-
mercialised mobile depth-sensor enabled platforms [148–150]. It is
worthy to note that the present study is significantly different from
Hamm et al. [147], who focused specifically on falls prevention tech-
nologies and the full range of technologies that are deployed within the
falls prevention space, whereas the present study focuses on all areas of
health care delivery, but on CMRT systems specifically.
Challenge and Recommendation 3: A large number of CMRT sys-
tems give little of no consideration to the design and functionality of the
proposed systems from a user-centred-design perspective. Existing studies
tend to focus on the algorithmic techniques or patient experimental
analysis that form the principal focus alongside alleviating patient
morbidities. In the present age of technology deployment, and the de-
velopment and use of open-sourced intraoperative systems, usability of
healthcare systems is a fundamental feature that significantly impacts
on the adoption and use of systems, particularly those that are to be
used by patients. Therefore existing systems developed using novel and
open-sourced Software Developments Kit’s (SDK) must invest more ef-
fort into developing engaging mechanisms and interaction platforms
that consider user needs and interaction needs.
Challenge and Recommendation 4: Current CMRT systems are
lacking deployment on ubiquitous mobile platforms. A total of 17 systems
out of the available 90 have deployed HH CMRT devices, nine of these
are delivered at the Patient-Centred level. The remaining HH systems
deliver therapeutic treatment or educational tools in collaboration with
a practitioner or require the patient to be present either in the Clinic or
Hospital settings. Although these systems enable patients to collabora-
tively or self-assess their functional abilities and cognitive function,
there is little consideration given to assessing the environment in which
the patients function. Furthermore, the vast majority of Traditional and
Collaborative systems do not aim to deploy solutions on ubiquitous and
mobile technology platforms but rather tend to opt for static, tethered
hardware platforms for system deployment. Therefore, the ecological
validity of the proposed systems become questionable when con-
sidering the real-life usage scenarios of such proposed systems. One
method of overcoming this challenge is to encourage evaluation of
proposed systems in the context of coherent validation studies and
clinical interventions to better establish the feasibility, efficiency and
effectiveness of the proposed healthcare CMRT system for the given
deployment scenario. Such solutions can provide abundant room for
further progress in determining the most efficient methods of dis-
covering appropriate and valid system development requirements than
can be realistically adopted in practice and thus become part of prac-
tical care and treatment interventions.
Challenge and Recommendation 5: Protecting and informing pa-
tients when using sensory/camera based CMRT from the privacy of their
home through self-assessment means. The privacy domain of the CMRT
remains an aspect that has to be cautiously navigated due to current
legal policy of storing, collecting and processing patient data. The ‘Go
paperless scheme’ has some aspects that are being met such as trans-
parency of medical data being collected [17], however access to med-
ical scan data post-assessment and/or treatment of the patient remains
at the discretion of the clinician. With the development and deployment
of ubiquitous sensor/camera based CMRT systems within the home, the
challenge of informing the user and avoiding their privacy being
breached only perpetuates the difficulty associated with adhering to
security policies. Therefore, there is a need to investigate algorithmic
CMRT solutions that could provide patients with transparency and/or
reasonably access to the nature of personal data collected. Reassuring
opportunities for evaluating privacy matters from a technological
standpoint have risen in the AR facial recognition domain [148]. The
collaborative effort of community driven code on platforms such as
Github [151], provide the research community with valuable oppor-
tunities such as dynamically distorting images based on patient pre-
sence in the camera’s view. Such methods show promise in allowing the
patient to be better informed about their privacy in a timely manner
before it is breached without their consent, but further empirical re-
search is needed to ensure patients and their data is kept secure.
5. Conclusions
This study presents a conceptual framework of the Computer
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Mediated Reality Technology (CMRT) systems employed within the
context of three patient-practitioner interaction paradigms (PPIPs). The
conceptual framework was derived from, and used, to survey a range of
computer-mediated systems that have been proposed within the lit-
erature between 2010 and 2017. A thematic analysis was performed in
order to review and categorise the identified systems [34]. In con-
junction with the thematic analysis, an author-centric [38] approach
was used to ascertain and present relevant existing and theory for
classification of healthcare based CMRT, and develop a logical ap-
proach to grouping and presenting the systems key concepts that have
emerged from the analysis.
Healthcare CMRT systems are found to belong to one of three PPIP
categories; Traditional (practitioner in their traditional role as the ex-
pert), Collaborative (collaboration between patient and practitioner as
joint experts) and Patient-Centred (service user to be the primary ex-
pert). Via this relationship, systems were then categorised in ac-
cordance with the nature of care delivered; Primary (diagnosis/pre-
ventative), Secondary (specialist/treatment) and Tertiary (invasive/
highly specialised). Subsequently, the system’s Clinical Context (type)
[Information Management, Time Management, Health Record
Maintenance and Access, Communication and Consulting, Reference
and Information Gathering, Clinical Decision Making, Patient
Monitoring, Medical Education and Training] and Clinical Setting (lo-
cation) [Hospital, Clinic and Home] were categorised. Lastly, the System
Specification produced four sub-categories which consist of prominent
CMRT concepts: Mediated Technology (Augmented, Virtual, Mixed
Reality and 3D-Modelling), Software Deployment (Open/Closed-Source),
Hardware Deployment (Desktop Machine, Hand-Held, Head-Mounted-
Display and Spatial Camera) and User Interaction (Keyboard Input,
Sensor-Mark Input, Sensor-Input, Voice-Input and Gesture Input).
As a function of the proposed framework, there is an abundance of
traditional patient-practitioner CMRT research which focuses on aug-
menting and improving treatment strategies for invasive surgical pro-
cedures and has shown significant and successful progression. However,
there is lack of research effort that focusses on investigating non-in-
vasive patient-centred systems through ubiquitous mobile platforms.
This is partly due to the nature of the traditional interaction between
patient and practitioner where tertiary care and post-surgical care is
prioritized. Consequently, little effort has been spent on targeting the
older population through synchronous ubiquitous CMRTs, despite the
recommended governmental strategies of reducing restricted resources
caused by the increase in cost of care and the ageing population.
Furthermore, from a technological perspective, the delivery of
CMRTs has mainly been focused within Hospital or Clinic settings for
patient monitoring, education of clinicians and decision making by
clinicians. This may be due to the interoperability requirements of le-
gacy hospital systems and proposed CMRT solutions that seek to their
predefined function and to deliver specialised paternalistic secondary
and tertiary treatment. Accordingly, this seems to have further perpe-
tuated the lack of investigation into the delivery of home-based
healthcare services and the enablement of older patients to engage in
self-care and management practice.
As the delivery of health care continues to shift towards the delivery
of more personalised, home-based health systems, there is also a shift in
focus towards HH devices and increased deployment of unobtrusive
CMRT sensing technologies in the home. Consequently, a gap has
emerged that fails to consider the privacy concerns and the diffusion of
the ubiquitous CMRT within the home setting. Rudimentary studies
have started unravelling obtrusive multi-scale and multi-view syn-
chronized data capture for in-home assessment of privacy, yet devel-
opment of novel hardware-less algorithmic techniques and the inclu-
sion of clinical practices and open-sourced development remains
uncharted territory which warrants further attention.
To address and overcome the challenges faced by CMRT im-
plementation and to adhere to the endorsed governmental strategies,
this study has proposed a range of challenges to better enable and
catalyse the much-needed departure from paternalistic models of care
to towards more enabling patient-centred approaches that empower
patients to deliver personalised self-care as expert patients. Future
CMRT systems in healthcare would benefit from expending more effort
into focusing development, deployment and evaluation of mobile syn-
chronous CMRT for patient-centred non-invasive preventative health-
care procedures. To this end, the education of the older population in
aspects such as fall prevention and home adaptations; mobility ex-
ergames; anatomy education and wound/dermatology care provide
major opportunities for self-assessment in the absence of clinicians in
the home. Moreover, exploring opportunities for the development of
accurate, efficient and reliable techniques and CMRT healthcare sys-
tems that help to educate and empower patients, increase patient in-
volvement whilst improving the ecological validity of said applications
in practice, may better enable the shift of current paternalistic models
of care. Likewise, the delivery of CMRT systems specifically, would also
benefit from exploring novel open-sourced and community driven so-
lutions to improve mapping between environmental and clinical patient
data practices of privacy, assessment and analysis.
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